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The rationale here is that UMG would like us to identit videos that have gone

through strict process of nghts clearances explicitly rev share or take down and

not content where that effort has not been made.

So as UMG clears content they will explicitly denote the revenueshare policy and

we will want to include this information in the new data set. There will of course be

tracks that cannot be cleared and they will explicitly denote the blocked policy

When we ping your servers to check our unknown fingerpnuts tius is the data set we

would like to access not the master set with hundreds of thousands.

Regarding V/MG we do not yet want to include them for production. The track

policy is temporary policy that they set no longer viable and we will want to them

to explicitly denote revenue share ore block for individual video items as well

Ideally we will go along with the same process with them and the other labels

believe speak for the entire time when say we are prepared to take on the small

charges if they are required to onboard these partners.

Ths
Matt

On Feb 2007 at 320 PM Jim Sehrempp wrote

Iii

few questions

doift know what this sentence means Your policy rules engine

should not be used to populate this databaseC

With the method below if content owner said the default for

YonTube is block all then we would put all of their fingerprints

into the database. Is this correct

We were/are ready to deploy WMG content do you want us to put

their fingerprints into production too think WMG has default

of track so this would mean that all the WMG fingerprints would

go into the database.

did say that it would be just the engineering charges to set

this up for 13MG assuming that UMGis easy to deal with and the

process is srnooth

If other labels join in this process then there might be similar

small charge to bring them on-board assuming they are ready to

go.
If label puts un-due burden on us then we will have to

charge you for this. Fm thihking p1 very bad case where the

label wants to start thzzy matching song titles for business

ruleIfthatsthecasethenitwouldnotbecheaptodoandit
would be bad idea.

4/9/7flflq
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Thu

Audible Magic Corporation

This message is intended for the use of the addressee only

and may contam confidential miormation and trade secrets

of Audible Magic Unauthonzed use or disclosure is

prohibited.

Original Message

From David King

Sent Friday February 02 2007 1046 AM
To Jim Schrempp Lou Kvitck

Cc Franck Chastagnol Matthew Liii

Subject Separate YouTube fingerprint 18

Hi Jim

Thanks for the call this morning. Ive talked with few people

here and wanted to confirm our decision. You had suggested that

for the price of the consulting time it would take to set up you
could build up Youlube specific database of reference

fingerprints.
This DB will be populated as our content partners

deliver exphcit track level pohcies and will start out entirely

empty until data is received. Our copy of the reference DB should

only include tracks with policies as communicated by labels. Your

policy rules engine should not be used to populate this database.

will start an email thread with you and our first partner 0MG
right after this. Please provide them direct guidance on how you

expect them to communicate the policy information keeping us on

copy of course. add Lou to the conversation just to add some

redundancy in the communication. Lou can keep you on copy with

UMG

Please call if you have any questions.

Regards

David King

cell

4122/2009
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Matthew Liii

Product Manager

matthew@youtube.com
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